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Greetings
Next month actuview will be relaunched as a completely new platform, with updated
navigation, a variety of additional features, and improved user services – take a look at
this newsletter to get a glimpse of everything that's new and improved! In addition, we are
happy to welcome new colleagues form Hong Kong and Mexico, and we have lots of new
content for you. Dive in!

The new actuview is coming – have a look

Click here for a sneak peak at the new design and functions coming in May 2021.

Mexico and Hong Kong join actuview
We say hello to new colleagues from the Americas: In March
the Colegio Nacional de Actuarios (CONAC) joined actuview
as an institutional partner. Now more than 500 actuaries
and actuarial students from Mexico can access the
actuview archives and become part of the ever-growing
actuview community. For more than 50 years, CONAC has
represented the voice of actuaries in Mexico. Its objectives
are to promote excellence in professional preparation and
development, protect and develop the professional eld of
actuarial work, promote competitiveness, and ensure the
optimal national and international reputation of the
actuarial profession.
And only two weeks ago, the Actuarial Society of Hong
Kong (ASHK) became the newest actuview partner. The
society was formed in 1968 as the Actuarial Association of
Hong Kong. Twenty-six years later, its successor, the
Actuarial Society of Hong Kong (ASHK), was duly
incorporated in January 1994. The ASHK is a membership
organization for actuaries in the insurance, consultancy,
and nance industries, educational institutes, and
government. We are very happy to welcome more than
1,300 Hong Kong actuaries to the international actuview
community!

The 6th Ulm Actuarial Day is online
With the University of Ulm and the ifa Ulm, Ulm is an
internationally leading center in actuarial science and its
applications with a high degree of integration of
education/training, research and its application. The
University of Ulm has an outstanding reputation in
actuarial research. Its cooperation with ifa, a leading
actuarial consulting rm, creates a stimulating
interaction between the latest research and intelligent
practice. Ulm offers one of the largest international
education programs (bachelor’s and master’s degrees) in
actuarial science and a comprehensive program in
continuing education in actuarial science.
Now, for the sixth time, the University of Ulm and ifa Ulm will present the online event “Ulm
Actuarial Day,” with four in-depth presentations on different actuarial science topics.
Watch all four sessions now:
"Machine Learning: Application in Life Insurance – Modelling lapse rates using a
LASSO-based approach", Lucas Reck (ifa Ulm)
"Modeling Surrender Risk in Life Insurance: Theoretical and Experimental Insight",
Mark Kiermayer (Hochschule Ruhr West)
"What to Offer If Consumers Do Not Want What They Need? A Simultaneous
Evaluation Approach with an Application to Retirement Savings Products", Benedikt
Schultze (University Ulm)
"On the Optimal Design for a Collective De ned Contribution Fund: A Bayesian
Optimization Approach", Fangyuan Zhang (University Ulm)

Latest webcast from actuview partner RGA
RGA, one of the world’s largest life and health reinsurers and actuview’s platform sponsor,
regularly publishes webcasts on current topics on actuview.
Now online:
“Cannabis – A New Era”
Presented by Hilary Henly,
FCII (DLDU, DLDC), Global Medical Researcher, RGA

Join Hilary Henly as she discusses current cannabis legislation around the world and how
the prevalence of use is changing. She will also explain the differences between THC and
CBD cannabinoids, provide some basic facts about the different types of cannabis
products available on the global market, and look at how cannabis is used in medical,
health and wellness, and recreational settings.
View webcast

Strong Partners of actuview No. 3: Institut des Actuaires
The Institut des Actuaires organizes and represents the
actuarial profession in France. It guarantees a quality actuarial
practice and compliance with the standards and professional
ethics of its members. As a member of the International
Actuarial Association (IAA) and the Actuarial Association of
Europe (AAE), it works to improve the recognition and reputation
of the actuarial profession in France and around the world.
"L’Institut des actuaires is pleased to offer all of its conferences and events on actuview",
says its president Philippe Talleux. "It is an important medium that gives the entire actuarial
community access to the work of the institute's members. actuview is also a way for
l’Institut des actuaires to promote the French-speaking actuarial profession."
Check out the latest videos from the French actuarial association:
"Observatoire actuariel de la crise de la coronavirus", Pauline Vessely and David
Dubois
"Les données au service d'une nouvelle expérience client : une utilisation éthique
pour répondre aux exigences des assurés", Julien Chartier (Optimind), Tou k Gozim
(GIGAMESH)
"L’intelligence arti cielle peut-elle être éthique?", Blandine Chaghal (AVIVA), Gwendal
Le Grand (CNIL), Fanny Pouget (Milliman), David Dubois (Institut des actuaires)
"Actuaries vs Virus animé par les membres du Club Algo de l’IA", Nathalie Ramos
(GALEA ET ASSOCIES), Jean-Claude Raza ndrakoto (SCOR Global Life), Victor
Reutenauer (Fotonower)
"Changement climatique, vers un rôle proactif des assureurs sur les risques", Nabil
Rachdi (Addactis France), Louis Perroy (Climatekos), Guillaume Rosolek (Addactis
France)
Visit the IDA channel

New content from German actuaries
Recently the German Association of Actuaries (DAV) and the
German Society for Insurance and Financial Mathematics (DGVFM)
published three new videos about pensions and cyber insurance,
all of which are in German:
The DAV has started a new video series, #DAVimDialog, to discuss current actuarial topics
with social and political impact. The rst issue, released in March, focuses on private
pension schemes: How can private pension provision still succeed in a world without
interest rates? How high should guarantees be in the future so that su cient returns can
be generated on the capital market? And how can con dence in funded pension provision
be strengthened? Hermann-Josef Tenhagen, Editor-in-Chief of the consumer magazine
Finanztip, and Dr. Guido Bader, Chairman of the Board of DAV, discuss these and many
other issues related to private pension provision. The session is moderated by Matthias
Hundt, Editor-in-Chief of procontra.
The DGVFM hosted a new edition of its traditional CPD Days for actuaries. The aim of the
training days is to present complex, current actuarial topics to a broader audience. For
the second time the event has taken place online, with two insightful presentations on
cyber Insurance from Dr. Jürgen Reinhart and Gabriela Zeller.

Coming up next: the 3rd EAA Week
The European Actuarial Academy (EAA) was founded on 29 August
2005 by the Actuarial Associations of Germany, Switzerland,
Austria, and the Netherlands to provide ongoing education for
(certi ed) actuaries and consulting on actuarial education. Every
year the Academy offers more than 20 seminars and webinars
throughout Europe. The EAA strives to become the knowledge
center of European actuarial education.
Beginning 26 April, the third EAA Week will feature one webcast on a trending actuarial
topic each day:
"Quantifying Climate Change Risks with Solvency II – Practical Approach", Mario
Zacharias and Daniel Teetz (Oliver Wyman)
"Automating Reports with R Markdown", Claudio Rebelo (Swiss Re)
"Machine Learning in Finance and Insurance", Dr. Christian Jonen (Generali)
"Solvency II 2020 – Review", Siegbert Baldauf (DAV)
"Stochastic Modeling of Mortality with Special Focus on Pandemic Risk", Andrew H.
Dalton (Milliman)
Go to the event!

Events by our Institutional Partner Conference of Consulting Actuaries
(CCA):

We hope you enjoyed this actunews edition, and we are looking forward to seeing you
soon on www.actuview.com. If you have any suggestions or questions, please don’t
hesitate to contact us at all times at contact@actuview.com.
actuview team
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